KLBD Certified Whisky’s and Liqueurs
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The Glenrothes – Alba Reserve
www.edringtongroup.com

The following from Morrison Bowmore Distillers Limited
www.morrisonbowmore.com

AUCHENTOSHAN Select
AUCHENTOSHAN Classic
AUCHENTOSHAN VALINCH
AUCHENTOSHAN SPRINGWOOD (This product is sold only in Duty Free)
GLEN GARIOCH 1997 VINTAGE (This product is sold only in Duty Free)
GLEN GARIOCH 1995 VINTAGE
BOWMORE SMALL BATCH RESERVE
BOWMORE TEMPEST
BOWMORE TEMPEST IV (Worldwide – Excluding USA)
Dorus Mor (Only Available in USA)
McCLELLAND’S LOWLAND
McCLELLAND’S SPEYSIDE (McClelland’s 12 Speyside is Not Certified)

Auchentoshan American Oak (Sold in UK, Europe, North America and Australasia)
Auchentoshan Virgin Oak (Sold in UK, Europe, North America and Australasia)
Glen Garioch Virgin Oak (Sold in UK, Europe, North America and Australasia)

Kellan – Irish whiskey (Although this company has not renewed their Kosher Certificate, Kosher Certified bottles with the KLBD Logo, may still be available)
www.berniko.com

Drambuie

Drambuie Liqueur
Drambuie 15 Speyside Malt Whisky Liqueur
The Royal Legacy of 1745

Liafail – Crown Spirits (Range of 6 Private label whiskies – sold in exclusive kosher shops)
email: info@crowspirits.com

Liafail - TOMATIN - 10YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY
Liafail - ISLE OF JURA - 10YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY
Liafail - CAOL ILA - 11YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY
Liafail - BLADNOCH - 9YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY
Liafail - DAILUAINE - 11YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY
Liafail - DALMORE - 13YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY

Hamashke Whisky (New batch is KLBD)
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Black
Red
Prince Lordan

LUXARDO LIQUERS

ALCOLO BUONG GUSTO
AMARETTO DI SASCHIRA 24%
AMARETTO DI SASCHIRA 28%
AMARETTO DI SASCHIRA 70%
AMARO ABANO 30%
AMARO ABANO DRY 32%
APERITIVO 11% - 15%
BITTER 18% - 25%
CAFFE EXTRA
CAFFE SANTOS 40%
CHERRY LIQUEUR (SANGUE MORLACCO) 30%
ESPRESSO 27%
FERNET 40% - 45%
LIMONCELLO 27%
LIMONCELLO 70%
MARASCHINO 32%
MARASCHINO LUXARDO
MINT LIQUEUR 27%
ORANGE BITTER 25%
ORIGINAL MARASCHINO CHERRIES
PERLA KIRSCH 70%
RASPBERRY 50%
SAMBUCA AND CINNAMON 38%
SAMBUCA AND COFFEE 38%
SAMBUCA AND CRANBERRY 38%
SAMBUCA AND PASSIONE NERA 38%
SAMBUCA AND POMEGRANATE 38%
SAMBUCA AND RASPBERRY 38%
SAMBUCA AND SPICED APPLE 38%
SAMBUCA DEI CESARI 38%
TRIPLUM ORANGE
VANIGLIA 70%

Herman Jansen – Liqueurs

HERMAN JANSEN ADVOCAT
HERMAN JANSEN KUMMEL LIQUEUR
HERMAN JANSEN CHERRY BRANDY LIQUEUR
HERMAN JANSEN APRICOT BRANDY LIQUEUR
HERMAN JANSEN COOL BRASIL CHOCOLATE MINT LIQUEUR
HERMAN JANSEN TRIPLE SEC LIQUEUR
HERMAN JANSEN PEACH BRANDY LIQUEUR
CHOCOLATE MINT LIQUEUR 25%
APRICOT LIQUEUR 24%
TRIPLE SEC LIQUEUR 35%
CURACAO BLUE LIQUEUR
CREME DE MENTHE GREEN
CHERRY LIQUEUR
APRICOT LIQUEUR
TRIPLE SEC
BLUE CURACAO LIQUEUR
CHERRY LIQUEUR
CHOCOLATE MINT LIQUEUR
MENTHE LIQUEUR
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VUC Services SPOL S.R.O., Zvoleneves, Czech Republic
www.vuc.cz Tel. +42 031 258 3044

JABLOKOVICE / APPLE BRANDY
SLIVOVICE / SLIWOWITZ / PLUM BRANDY
POMERANCOVICE / ORANGE BRANDY
MANDARINKOVICE / MANDARIN BRANDY / TANGERINE BRANDY
HRUSKOVICE / PEAR BRANDY
VISNOVICE / CHERRY BRANDY / KIRSCH
KDOULOVICE / QUINCE BRANDY
MRKVOVICE / CARROT BRANDY
VISNOVÍ LIKR / CHERRY LIQUEUR
TEKUTÍ STRUDEL / WINTER APPLE LIQUEUR

Brokers Gin
http://www.brokersgin.com/ Tel. +44 (0)1932 22 88 00 broker@brokersgin.com

BROKERS GIN
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